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1: Eros and Civilization Quotes by Herbert Marcuse
Eros and Civilization: A Philosophical Inquiry into Freud (; second edition, ) is a book by the German philosopher and
social critic Herbert Marcuse, in.

He argues that "advanced industrial society" modern capitalism is preventing us from reaching a
non-repressive society "based on a fundamentally different experience of being, a fundamentally different
relation between man and nature, and fundamentally different existential relations". Freud claimed that a clash
between Eros and civilization results in the history of Man being one of his repression: Sigmund Freud, the
founder of psychoanalysis. Marcuse argues that "the irreconcilable conflict is not between work reality
principle [life without leisure] and Eros pleasure principle [leisure and pleasure] , but between alienated labour
performance principle [economic stratification] and Eros. Marcuse believes that a socialist society could be a
society without needing the performance of the "poor" and without as strong a suppression of our sexual
drives: Marcuse argues that Logos is also constructive and should integrate with Eros. To Marcuse, Logos is
what governs the universe. In , it was published as a Beacon Paperback. Young in the New Statesman. Howell,
[13] and M. Brown, despite the difference of tone between the two thinkers. He dismissed the ideas of both
Marcuse and Brown as false and harmful. However, he wrote that Freud would have been surprised at the way
Marcuse read revolutionary implications into his theories. He argued that Marcuse tried to develop ideas that
were already present in "the far less ambiguous language of Marxian theory", but still welcomed the fact that
Marcuse made psychoanalysis and dialectical materialism reach the same desired result. How should we live?
However, she maintained that the work of Marcuse and Brown nevertheless helped suggest "a more consistent
and persuasive psychoanalytic social theory and vision of social possibility. Farr, the philosopher Douglas
Kellner , Andrew T. Adorno , Marcuse failed to "take temporality and transience properly into account" and
had "no genuine appreciation of the need for mourning. She added that while Marcuse did not "appeal to
mind-altering drugs as adjuncts to phantasy", many of his readers were "happy to infer a recommendation.
Brown commended Eros and Civilization as the first book, following the work of Wilhelm Reich , to "reopen
the possibility of the abolition of repression" in Life Against Death He deemed Marcuse a finer theorist than
Brown, writing that he provided a more substantial treatment of Freud. He believed that Marcuse followed
speculations that were difficult to either support or refute, that his discussion of sex was pompous, that he
failed to explain how people whose sexuality was unrepressed would behave, and uncritically accepted
Freudian views of sexuality and failed to conduct his own research into the topic. He criticized Marcuse for his
dismissive treatment of rival theories, such as those of Reich. Oppression and Liberation Though influenced
by Marcuse, he commented that Eros and Civilization was referred to surprisingly rarely in gay liberation
literature. Comparing the two works, he found Eros and Civilization more reductively political and less
stimulating. He found Marcuse to be guilty of sentimentalism. Hencken described Eros and Civilization as an
important example of the intellectual influence of psychoanalysis and an "interesting precursor" to a "study of
the psychological processes in the internalization of oppression" in the anthology Homosexuality: Social,
Psychological, and Biological Issues However, he believed that aspects of the work have limited its audience.
However, he argued that while Marcuse recognized the difficulties of explaining how sublimation could be
compatible with a new and non-repressive social order, he presented a confused account of a "sublimation
without desexualization" that could make this possible. Seidler credited Marcuse with showing that the
repressive organizations of the instincts described by Freud are not inherent in their nature but emerge from
specific historical conditions. He suggested that this area of investigation should have appealed to Foucault,
but that Foucault was prevented from taking account of it because he was "trapped in his idea that
individuality is itself constituted through discourse. However, he considered the way these works turn the
internal psychological process of repression into a model for social existence as a whole to be disputable. He
argued that while Marcuse believed that American popular culture had trivialized sexual love, sex had not had
a subversive effect in societies not dominated by American popular culture. A Story of Decline that "s
radicals", influenced by Marcuse, claimed that "sexual promiscuity would undermine capitalism" but have
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been proven wrong by the spread of both sexual promiscuity and capitalism. The Prophetic Tradition She
described Eros and Civilization as "overschematic yet blobby and imprecise". He suggested that Marcuse
found the gay liberation movement insignificant, and criticized Marcuse for ignoring it in Counterrevolution
and Revolt , even though many gay activists had been influenced by Eros and Civilization. He pointed to
Altman as an activist who had been inspired by the book, which inspired him to argue that the challenge to
"conventional norms" represented by gay people made them revolutionary.
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2: Eros and Civilization â€“ Outline Of | Animal Ludens
Herbert Marcuse's Eros and Civilization: A Philosophical Inquiry into Freud was a sensational bestseller when it first
appeared in (long before fancy agents, big marketing campaigns, and social media).

Outline by Philip Turetzky, turetzky colostate. Psychological categories have become political categories: B
Technical progress has paid off, but at the cost of increased domination. Under the Rule of the Reality
Principle: The Hidden Trend in Psychoanalysis: History is the history of repression. Culture constrains
instincts,which would destroy society and self because instincts seek unattainablesatisfactions. Yet this
constraint is the precondition of progress. A Pleasure principle and reality principle: This alters pleasure itself.
B Genetic and individual repression: D Civilization and want: He shows the barbarous roots of the highest
values. The Origin of the Repressed Individual Ontogenesis: A The mental apparatus as a dynamic union of
opposites: C Common conservative nature of primary instincts: The instincts serve repetition and death. D
Possible supremacy of Nirvana principle: Does Eros just serve as a long detour to death? The delay is
longenough to see Eros as unifying force preserving all life. Yet Eros ultimatelyseems to partake of the the
same conservative nature as the death instinct. E Id, ego, superego: The historical character of the instincts
requires anew model of the person. Perception andconsciousness are the part of the ego that test reality and
preserve its existence. Ego thinks as a detour frompast to repeated gratifications, and defends them against
external world anddestructive impulses. Derives from parental influence it represents morality associal
restrictions introjected as guilt, conscience, the need for punishment. K Alienated labor and the performance
principle: The mode of work, distribution of scarce goods,direction of goods to needs have been imposed on
individuals by violence andthe rational use of power. Different modes of domination will yield different forms
of repression: L Organization of sexuality: N below in which the repressionof Eros calls up the very
destructive forces that repression was meant to quell. Itassume rationalized domination in which the interests
of domination and of thewhole coincide. Restrictions operate as objective laws and areinternalized in
individual desires p. Sexuality is originally polymorphous-perverse. The perversions areseductive in
promising greater satisfaction, express rebellion against theperformance principle, claim instinctual freedom,
are allied with phantasy andart. The order of procreation is endangered showing the identity of Eros and
thedeath instinct and the drive to fulfillment regresses from the pleasure principle tothe Nirvana principle. M
Organization of destruction instincts: It is manifest insadomasochistic perversions and is taboo. N Fatal
dialectic of civilization: The very progress of civilization leadsto the release of increasingly destructive forces.
The Origin of Repressive Civilization Phylogenesis: B Individual and group psychology: C The primal horde:
We are still haunted bythe memory of these prehistoric impulses. Its truth eludes verification, butexplains
actual historical consequences. Domination suppressed pleasure and created the conditions for labor
andprogress to continue. The father and his later images embody thereality principle. Religion reinforces this
order polytheismturns to monotheism and restores the all powerful father. D Dual content of the sense of guilt:
F The failure of revolution: Actualhistory matters little, the consequences are the same. G Changes in
father-images and mother-images: These become divided by the incest taboo which separates affection created
by abstinence from sensual desire, making lasting group relationspossible. But the industrial age
developsthese institutions past their limits. They begin to destroy civilization. The Dialectic of Civilization: A
Need for strengthened defense against destruction: But strengthening defences against aggression needsto and
cannot enlist a strong Eros as a binding force, since civilization is foundedon the suppression of Eros. C
Weakening of Eros life instincts ; release of destructiveness: So the performance principle is not absolute
instead the image of anon-repressive civilization bears examination. D Progress in productivity and progress
in domination: E Intensified controls in industrial civilization: Mastery over natureand better social
arrangements change historically and lessen the need fordelayed gratification and inhibition of the instincts, so
less regimentation couldstill indicate more repression. F Decline of struggle with the father: With growing
mastery over nature, the alibiof scarcity is a mask for poor distribution. Noteven a symbolic killing of the
father must be allowed, lest no successor arise. G Depersonalization of superego, shrinking of ego: The social
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function of the family declinedunder technical, economic, political and cultural rule and the superego is
nolonger individual but depersonalized and social e. Domination takes the form of administration. Even
people at the top seem toserve objective laws of the apparatus: Aggression is introjected and guilty, but not
guiltyof anything. So, with its co-ordinated consciousness, lack of privacy, conformityof emotions, the ego
shrinks and the classic tensions of ego, id, superego cannotdevelop. What is repressive is the containment of
productiveforces, and the concealment of universal co-ordination under bogus choices,liberties, and
individualities. Individual time, consciousness, dreams, and social liberty, justice and peace aresacrificed.
Terror combines with normality, destruction withconstruction. Individuality and spontaneity are superficial
and people in thework world have become a system of administered things. Eros gains by use of death instinct
for social use, but thruprogress the death instinct increases aggression and sublimation. This joins a
mainstream of western philosophy. B Ego as aggressive and transcending subject: Nature given as object to be
controlled. This has become domination over nature,[knowledge is power]. Work of the ego is a priori power
and overcoming theresistance of nature. As means to realizing fulfillment,logic becomes domination: D
Philosophical protest against logic of domination: E Being and becoming: True freedom is rest in transparent
knowledgeand gratification of being in mutual recognition. The Images of Orpheus and Narcissus: A
Archetypes of human existence under non-repressive civilization: Women, Pandora, are viewed as a curse, not
as joy. B Orpheus and Narcissus versus Prometheus: C Mythological struggle of Eros against the tyranny of
reason â€” againstdeath: They reconcile human and natural, subject and object. Sublimation may change
sexual ego aims toobjects via primary narcissism, suggesting possible non-repressive sublimationwhich
extends rather than deflects the libido. D Reconciliation of man and nature in sensuous culture: Narcissus lives
in beauty andcontemplation. A new reality principle is found in the aesthetic. A Aesthetics as the science of
sensuousness: B Reconciliation between pleasure and freedom, instinct and morality: Pleasure of the sensuous
is the center of the mind mediating freedom andnature symbolically, since no sense can realize the idea of
freedom.
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3: Eros and Civilization by Herbert Marcuse | www.enganchecubano.com
u6 EROS AND CIVILIZATION self-development of Eros. As early as Plato, this conception appears as an
archaic-mythical residue. Eros is being ab. sorbed into Logos, and Logos is reason which subdues the.

It corresponds largely but not entirely to the distinction between unconscious and conscious processes. The
individual exists, as it were, in two different dimensions, characterized by different mental processes and
principles. The difference between these two dimensions is a genetic-historical as well as a structural one: The
individual comes to the traumatic realization that full and painless gratification of his needs is impossible. And
after this experience of disappointment, a new principle of mental functioning gains ascendancy. The reality
principle supersedes the pleasure principle: However, the psychoanalytic interpretation reveals that the reality
principle enforces a change not only in the form and timing of pleasure but in its very substance. The
adjustment of pleasure to the reality principle implies the subjugation and diversion of the destructive force of
instinctual gratification, of its incompatibility with the established societal norms and relations, and, by that
token, implies the transubstantiation of pleasure itself. With the establishment of the reality principle, the
human being which, under the pleasure principle, has been hardly more than a bundle of animal drives, has
become an organized ego. Under the reality principle, the human being develops the function of reason: Man
acquires the faculties of attention, memory, and judgment. He becomes a conscious, thinking subject, geared
to a rationality which is imposed upon him from outside. Otherwise, the mental apparatus is effectively
subordinated to the reality principle. However, neither his desires nor his alteration of reality are henceforth
his own: If absence from repression is the archetype of freedom, then civilization is the struggle against this
freedom. The replacement of the pleasure principle by the reality principle is the great traumatic event in the
development of man â€” in the development of the genus phylogenesis as well as of. According to Freud, this
event is not unique but recurs throughout the history of mankind and of every individual. Phylogenetically, it
occurs first in the primal horde, when the primal father monopolizes power and pleasure and enforces
renunciation on the part of the sons. Ontogenetically, it occurs during the period of early childhood, and
submission to the reality principle is enforced by the parents and other educators. But, both on the generic and
on the individual level, submission is continuously reproduced. The rule of the primal father is followed, after
the first rebellion, by the rule of the sons, and the brother clan develops into institutionalized social and
political domination. The reality principle materializes in a system of institutions. And the individual, growing
up within such a system, learns the requirements of the reality principle as those of law and order, and
transmits them to the next generation. The fact that the reality principle has to be re-established continually in
the development of man indicates that its triumph over the pleasure principle is never complete and never
secure. The unconscious retains the objectives of the defeated pleasure principle. Turned back by the external
reality or even unable to reach it, the full force of the pleasure principle not only survives in the unconscious
but also affects in manifold ways the very reality which has superseded the pleasure principle. The return of
the repressed makes up the tabooed and subterranean history of civilization. And the exploration of this
history reveals not only the secret of the individual but also that of civilization. Repression is a historical
phenomenon. The effective subjugation of the instincts to repressive controls is imposed not by nature but by
man. The primal father, as the archetype of domination, initiates the chain reaction of enslavement, rebellion,
and reinforced domination which marks the history of civilization. But ever since the first, prehistoric
restoration of domination following the first rebellion, repression from without has been supported by
repression from within: The struggle against freedom reproduces itself in the psyche of man, as the
self-repression of the repressed individual, and his self-repression in turn sustains his masters and their
institutions. The notion that a non-repressive civilization is impossible is a cornerstone of Freudian theory.
However, his theory contains elements that break through this rationalization; they shatter the predominant
tradition of Westem thought and even suggest its reversal. His work is characterized by an uncompromising
insistence on showing up the repressive content of the highest values and achievements of culture. In so far as
he does this, he denies the equation of reason with repression on which the ideology of culture is built. Freud
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questions culture not from a romanticist or utopian point of view, but on the ground of the suffering and
misery which its implementation involves. Cultural freedom thus appears in the light of unfreedom, and
cultural progress in the light of constraint. Culture is not thereby refuted: But as Freud exposes their scope and
their depth, he upholds the tabooed aspirations of humanity: Whatever liberty exists in the realm of the
developed consciousness, and in the world it has created, is only derivative, compromised freedom, gained at
the expense of the full satisfaction of needs. And in so far as the full satisfaction of needs is happiness,
freedom in civilization is essentially antagonistic to happiness: Conversely, the unconscious, the deepest and
oldest layer of the mental personality, is the drive for integral gratification, which is absence of want and
repression. As such it is the immediate identity of necessity and freedom. Its truth, although repelled by
consciousness, continues to haunt the mind; it preserves the memory of past stages of individual development
at which integral gratification is obtained. And the past continues to claim the future: If memory moves into
the center of psychoanalysis as a decisive mode of cognition, this is far more than a therapeutic device; the
therapeutic role of memory derives from the truth value of memory. Its truth value lies in the specific function
of memory to preserve promises and potentialities which are betrayed and even outlawed by the mature,
civilized individual, but which had once been fulfilled in his dim past and which are never entirely forgotten.
The reality principle restrains the cognitive function of memory â€” its commitment to the past experience of
happiness which spurns the desire for its conscious re-creation. The psychoanalytic liberation of memory
explodes the rationality of the repressed individual. As cognition gives way to re-cognition, the forbidden
images and impulses of childhood begin to tell the truth that reason denies. Regression assumes a progressive
function. The rediscovered past yields critical standards which are tabooed by the present. Moreover, the
restoration of memory is accompanied by the restoration of the cognitive content of phantasy. Psychoanalytic
theory removes these mental faculties from the noncommittal sphere of daydreaming and fiction and
recaptures their strict truths. The weight of these discoveries must eventually shatter the framework in which
they were made and confined. The liberation of the past does not end in its reconciliation with the present.
Against the self-imposed restraint of the discoverer, the orientation on the past tends toward an orientation on
the future. The recherche du temps perdu becomes the vehicle of future liberation. The subsequent discussion
will be focused on this hidden trend in psychoanalysis. The two levels are continually interrelated. We shall
first follow the ontogenetic development to the mature state of the civilized individual. We shall then return to
the phylogenetic origins and extend the Freudian conception to the mature state of the civilized genus. The
constant interrelation between the two levels means that recurrent cross-references, anticipations, and
repetitions are unavoidable.
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4: Eros and Civilization: A Philosophical Inquiry Into Freud - Herbert Marcuse - Google Books
The Origin of the Repressed Individual (Ontogenesis) The mental apparatus a a dynamic union of opposites Stages in
Freud's theory of instincts.

See the List of Scholars and Activists link, below. Among those who critiqued him from the left were
Marxist-humanist Raya Dunayevskaya , fellow German emigre Paul Mattick , both of whom subjected
One-Dimensional Man to a Marxist critique, and Noam Chomsky , who knew and liked Marcuse "but thought
very little of his work. He characterizes tolerance of repressive speech as "inauthentic". Instead, he advocates a
form of tolerance that is intolerant of repressive namely right-wing political movements: Liberating tolerance,
then, would mean intolerance against movements from the Right and toleration of movements from the Left.
Surely, no government can be expected to foster its own subversion, but in a democracy such a right is vested
in the people i. This means that the ways should not be blocked on which a subversive majority could develop,
and if they are blocked by organized repression and indoctrination, their reopening may require apparently
undemocratic means. They would include the withdrawal of toleration of speech and assembly from groups
and movements that promote aggressive policies, armament, chauvinism, discrimination on the grounds of
race and religion, or that oppose the extension of public services, social security, medical care, etc. He wrote
An Essay on Liberation in , in which he celebrated liberation movements such as those in Vietnam , which
inspired many radicals. In he wrote Counterrevolution and Revolt , which argues that the hopes of the s were
facing a counterrevolution from the right. His efforts brought him attention from the media, which claimed
that he openly advocated violence, although he often clarified that only "violence of defense" could be
appropriate, not "violence of aggression". He continued to promote Marxian theory, with some of his students
helping to spread his ideas. He published his final work The Aesthetic Dimension in on the role of art in the
process of what he termed "emancipation" from bourgeois society. His first wife was mathematician Sophie
Wertheim â€” , with whom he had a son, Peter born His third wife was Erica Sherover â€” , a former graduate
student and forty years his junior, whom he married in His son Peter Marcuse is professor emeritus of urban
planning at Columbia University. His granddaughter is the novelist Irene Marcuse and his grandson, Harold
Marcuse , is a professor of history at the University of California, Santa Barbara. Death[ edit ] On July 29, ,
ten days after his eighty-first birthday, Marcuse died after suffering a stroke during a visit to Germany. If
people are preoccupied with inauthentic sexual stimulation, their political energy will be "desublimated";
instead of acting constructively to change the world, they remain repressed and uncritical. Marcuse advanced
the prewar thinking of critical theory toward a critical account of the "one-dimensional" nature of bourgeois
life in Europe and America. His thinking could, therefore, also be considered an advance of the concerns of
earlier liberal critics such as David Riesman. Both of these features of his thinking have often been
misunderstood and have given rise to critiques of his work that miss the point of his targets. Objectification,
[34] which under capitalism becomes Alienation. Marx believed that capitalism was exploiting humans; that
by producing objects of a certain character, laborers became alienated and this ultimately dehumanized them
into functional objects themselves. Marcuse took this belief and expanded it. He argued that capitalism and
industrialization pushed laborers so hard that they began to see themselves as extensions of the objects they
were producing. Affluent mass technological societies, he argues, are totally controlled and manipulated. In
societies based upon mass production and mass distribution, the individual worker has become merely a
consumer of its commodities and entire commodified way of life. Modern Capitalism has created false needs
and false consciousness geared to consumption of commodities: Most important of all, the pressure of
consumerism has led to the total integration of the working class into the capitalist system. Its political parties
and trade unions have become thoroughly bureaucratized and the power of negative thinking or critical
reflection has rapidly declined. As a result, rather than looking to the workers as the revolutionary vanguard,
Marcuse put his faith in an alliance between radical intellectuals and those groups not yet integrated into
one-dimensional society, the socially marginalized, the substratum of the outcasts and outsiders, the exploited
and persecuted of other ethnicities and other colors, the unemployed and the unemployable. These were the
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people whose standards of living demanded the ending of intolerable conditions and institutions and whose
resistance to one-dimensional society would not be diverted by the system. Their opposition was revolutionary
even if their consciousness was not. Featherstone criticized his portrayal of modern consumerism: He
supported students he felt were subject to the pressures of a commodifying system, and has been regarded as
an inspirational intellectual leader. Marcuse wrote just over pages in this page study.
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5: Summary: Eros and Civilization
The two instincts were Eros, generalized from the earlier sexual instinct into a life instinct and a builder of larger social
wholes, and Thanatos, the instinct for peace and quiet, for respitefromstimulation.

The very forces which rendered society capable of pacifying the struggle for existence served to repress in the
individuals the need for such a liberation. In the affluent society, the authorities are hardly forced to justify
their dominion. They deliver the goods; they satisfy the sexual and the aggressive energy of their subjects.
Like the unconscious, the destructive power of which they so successfully represent, they are this side of good
and evil, and the principle of contradiction has no place in their logic. As the affluence of society depends
increasingly on the uninterrupted production and consumption of waste, gadgets, planned obsolescence, and
means of destruction, the individuals have to be adapted to these requirements in more than the traditional
ways. Scientific management of instinctual needs has long since become a vital factor in the reproduction of
the system: Mass democracy provides the political paraphernalia for effectuating this introjection of the
Reality Principle; it not only permits the people up to a point to chose their own masters and to participate up
to a point in the government which governs them â€” it also allows the masters to disappear behind the
technological veil of the productive and destructive apparatus which they control, and it conceals the human
and material costs of the benefits and comforts which it bestows upon those who collaborate. The people,
efficiently manipulated and organized, are free; ignorance and impotence, introjected heteronomy is the price
of their freedom. It makes no sense to talk about liberation to free men and we are free if we do not belong to
the oppressed minority. And it makes no sense to talk about surplus repression when men and women enjoy
more sexual liberty than ever before. But the truth is that this freedom and satisfaction are transforming the
earth into hell. The inferno is still concentrated in certain far away places: These infernal places illuminate the
whole. It is easy and sensible to see in them only pockets of poverty and misery in a growing society capable
of eliminating them gradually and without a catastrophe. This interpretation may even be realistic and correct.
I hesitate to use the word â€” freedom â€” because it is precisely in the name of freedom that crimes against
humanity are being perpetrated. This situation is certainly not new in history: The reproduction, bigger and
better, of the same ways of life came to mean, ever more clearly and consciously, the closing of those other
possible ways of life which could do away with the serfs and the masters, with the productivity of repression.
As against this amalgam of liberty and aggression, production and destruction, the image of human freedom is
dislocated: The old formula, the development of prevailing needs and faculties, seemed to be inadequate; the
emergence of new, qualitatively different needs and faculties seemed to be the prerequisite, the content of
liberation. The idea of such a new Reality Principle was based on the assumption that the material technical
preconditions for its development were either established, or could be established, in the advanced industrial
societies of our time. It was self-understood that the translation of technical capabilities into reality would
mean a revolution. But the very scope and effectiveness of the democratic introjection have suppressed the
historical subject, the agent of revolution: These conditions redefine the concept of Utopia: No philosophy, no
theory can undo the democratic introjection of the masters into their subjects. Or rather it has changed its
social location. It exists, and explodes, in the revolt of the backward countries against the intolerable heritage
of colonialism and its prolongation by neo-colonialism. The Marxian concept stipulated that only those who
were free from the blessings of capitalism could possibly change it into a free society: In the international
arena, the Marxian concept regains its full validity. This does not make these rebels the messengers of
humanity. By themselves, they are not as little as the Marxian proletariat was the representatives of freedom.
Here too, the Marxian concept applies according to which the international proletariat would get its
intellectual armor from outside: Yet the revolt in the backward countries has found a response in the advanced
countries where youth is in protest against repression in affluence and war abroad. Revolt against the false
fathers, teachers, and heroes solidarity with the wretched of the earth: There seems to be an all but instinctual
solidarity. The revolt at home against home seems largely impulsive, its targets hard to define: The whole has
become too big, its cohesion too strong, its functioning too efficient â€” does the power of the negative
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concentrate in still partly unconquered, primitive, elemental forces? The body against the machine: Historical
backwardness may again become the historical chance of turning the wheel of progress to another direction.
The capability to overkill and to overburn, and the mental behavior that goes with it are by-products of the
development of the productive forces within a system of exploitation and repression; they seem to become
More productive the more comfortable the system becomes to its privileged subjects. The affluent society has
now demonstrated that it is a society at war; if its citizens have not noticed it, its victims certainly have. The
historical advantage of the late-comer, of technical backwardness, may be that of skipping the stage of the
affluent society. The abolition of these forms is, just as it has always been, the task of political action, but
there is a decisive difference in the present situation. Whereas previous revolutions brought about a larger and
more rational development of the productive forces, in the overdeveloped societies of today, revolution would
mean reversal of this trend: As the production of wasteful and destructive goods is discontinued a stage which
would mean the end of capitalism in all its forms â€” the somatic and mental mutilations inflicted on man by
this production may be undone. In other words, the shaping of the environment, the transformation of nature,
may be propelled by the liberated rather than the repressed Life Instincts, and aggression would be subjected
to their demands. The historical chance of the backward countries is in the absence of conditions which make
for repressive exploitative technology and industrialization for aggressive productivity. The very fact that the
affluent warfare state unleashes its annihilating power on the backward countries illuminates the magnitude of
the threat. In the revolt of the backward peoples, the rich societies meet, in an elemental and brutal form, not
only a social revolt in the traditional sense, but also an instinctual revolt â€” biological hatred. The spread of
guerilla warfare at the height of the technological century is a symbolic event: Western civilization has always
glorified the hero, the sacrifice of life for the city, the state, the nation; it has rarely asked the question of
whether the established city, state, nation were worth the sacrifice. The taboo on the unquestionable
prerogative of the whole has always been maintained and enforced, and it has been maintained and enforced
the more brutally the more the whole was supposed to consist of free individuals. The question is now being
asked â€” asked from without â€” and it is taken up by those who refuse to play the game of the affluents â€”
the question of whether the abolition of this whole is not the precondition for the emergence of a truly human
city, state, nation. The odds are overwhelmingly on the side of the powers that be. What is romantic is not the
positive evaluation of the liberation movements in the backward countries, but the positive evaluation of their
prospects. There is no reason why science, technology, and money should not again do the job of destruction,
and then the job of reconstruction in their own image. The price of progress is frightfully high, but we shall
overcome. Not only the deceived victims but also their chief of state have said so. And yet there are
photographs that show a row of half naked corpses laid out for the victors in Vietnam: Nothing and nobody
can ever overcome these deeds, nor the sense of guilt which reacts in further aggression. But aggression can be
turned against the aggressor. The strange myth according to which the unhealing wound can only be healed by
the weapon that afflicted the wound has not yet been validated in history: And yet, in and against this
continuum, the fight will continue. It is not the struggle of Eros against Thanatos, because the established
society too has its Eros: And it is not a bad life for those who comply and repress. But in the balance, the
general presumption is that aggressiveness in defense of life is less detrimental to the Life Instincts than
aggressiveness in aggression. In defense of life: It involves not only the protest against neo-colonial war and
slaughter, the burning of draft cards at the risk of prison, the fight for civil rights, but also the refusal to speak
the dead language of affluence, to wear the clean clothes, to enjoy the gadgets of affluence, to go through the
education for affluence. Can we speak of a juncture between the erotic and political dimension? In and against
the deadly efficient organization of the affluent society, not only radical protest, but even the attempt to
formulate, to articulate, to give word to protest assume a childlike, ridiculous immaturity. It is perhaps equally
ridiculous and right to see deeper significance in the buttons worn by some of the demonstrators among them
infants against the slaughter in Vietnam: On the other side, against the new youth who refuse and rebel, are the
representatives of the old order who can no longer protect its life without sacrificing it in the work of
destruction and waste and pollution. They now include the representatives of organized labor â€” correctly so
to the extent to which employment within the capitalist prosperity depends on the continued defense of the
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established social system. Can the outcome, for the near future, be in doubt? The people, the majority of the
people in the affluent society, are on the side of that which is â€” not that which can and ought to be. And the
established order is strong enough and efficient enough to justify this adherence and to assure its continuation.
However, the very strength and efficiency of this order may become factors of disintegration. Perpetuation of
the obsolescent need for full-time labor even in a very reduced form will require the increasing waste of
resources, the creation of ever more unnecessary jobs and services, and the growth of the military or
destructive sector. Escalated wars, permanent preparation for war, and total administration may well suffice to
keep the people under control, but at the cost of altering the morality on which the society still depends.
Technical progress, itself a necessity for the maintenance of the established society, fosters needs and faculties
which are antagonistic to the social organization of labor on which the system is built. In the course of
automation, the value of the social product is to an increasingly smaller degree determined by the labor time
necessary for its production. Consequently, the real social need for productive labor declines, and the vacuum
must be filled with unproductive activities. An ever larger amount of the work actually performed becomes
superfluous, expendable, meaningless. Although these activities can be sustained and even multiplied under
total administration, there seems to exist an upper limit to their augmentation. This limit would be reached
when the surplus value created by productive labor no longer suffices to pay for non-production work. A
progressive reduction of labor seems to be inevitable, and for this eventuality, the system has to provide for
occupation without work; it has to develop needs which transcend the market economy and may even be
incompatible with it. If these goals are to be satisfied without an irreconcilable conflict with the requirements
of the market economy, they must be satisfied within the framework of commerce and profit. But this sort of
satisfaction would be tantamount to denial, for the erotic energy of the Life Instincts cannot be freed under the
dehumanizing conditions of profitable affluence. To be sure, the conflict between the necessary development
of noneconomic needs which would validate the idea of the abolition of labor life as an end in itself on the one
hand, and the necessity for maintaining the need for earning a living on the other is quite manageable
especially as long as the Enemy within and without can serve as propelling force behind the defense of the
status quo. However, the conflict may become explosive if it is accompanied and aggravated by the
prospective changes at the very base of advanced industrial society, namely, the gradual undermining of
capitalist enterprise in the course of automation. In the meantime, there are things to be done. The system has
its weakest point where it shows its most brutal strength: This tendency seems reversible only under strongest
pressure, and its reversal would open the danger spots in the social structure: Today, the opposition to war and
military intervention strikes at the roots: These interests are not hard to identify, and the war against them does
not require missiles, bombs, and napalm. But it does require something that is much harder to produce â€” the
spread of uncensored and unmanipulated knowledge, consciousness, and above all, the organized refusal to
continue work on the material and intellectual instruments which are now being used against man â€” for the
defense of the liberty and prosperity of those who dominate the rest. To the degree to which organized labor
operates in defense of the status quo, and to the degree to which the share of labor in the material process of
production declines, intellectual skills and capabilities become social and political factors. Today, the
organized refusal to cooperate of the scientists, mathematicians, technicians, industrial psychologists and
public opinion pollsters may well accomplish what a strike, even a large-scale strike, can no longer
accomplish but once accomplished, namely, the beginning of the reversal, the preparation of the ground for
political action. That the idea appears utterly unrealistic does not reduce the political responsibility involved in
the position and function of the intellectual in contemporary industrial society.
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Eros and Civilization Save Eros and Civilization: A Philosophical Inquiry into Freud ; second edition, is a
book by the German philosopher and social critic Herbert Marcuse , in which the author proposes a
non-repressive society, attempts a synthesis of the theories of Karl Marx and Sigmund Freud , and explores
the potential of collective memory to be a source of disobedience and revolt and point the way to an
alternative future. The edition has an added "political preface". Both Marcuse and many commentators on
Eros and Civilization have considered it his most important book, and it was seen as an improvement over the
previous attempt to synthesize Marxist and psychoanalytic theory by the psychoanalyst Wilhelm Reich. It
helped shape the subcultures of the s and influenced the gay liberation movement, and with other books on
Freud, such as the classicist Norman O. It has been suggested that the work reveals the influence of the
philosopher Martin Heidegger. He argues that "advanced industrial society" modern capitalism is preventing
us from reaching a non-repressive society "based on a fundamentally different experience of being, a
fundamentally different relation between man and nature, and fundamentally different existential relations".
Freud claimed that a clash between Eros and civilization results in the history of Man being one of his
repression: Sigmund Freud, the founder of psychoanalysis. Marcuse argues that "the irreconcilable conflict is
not between work reality principle [life without leisure] and Eros pleasure principle [leisure and pleasure] , but
between alienated labour performance principle [economic stratification] and Eros. Marcuse believes that a
socialist society could be a society without needing the performance of the "poor" and without as strong a
suppression of our sexual drives: Marcuse argues that Logos is also constructive and should integrate with
Eros. To Marcuse, Logos is what governs the universe. In , it was published as a Beacon Paperback. Young in
the New Statesman. Brown, despite the difference of tone between the two thinkers. He dismissed the ideas of
both Marcuse and Brown as false and harmful. However, he wrote that Freud would have been surprised at the
way Marcuse read revolutionary implications into his theories. He argued that Marcuse tried to develop ideas
that were already present in "the far less ambiguous language of Marxian theory", but still welcomed the fact
that Marcuse made psychoanalysis and dialectical materialism reach the same desired result. How should we
live? However, she maintained that the work of Marcuse and Brown nevertheless helped suggest "a more
consistent and persuasive psychoanalytic social theory and vision of social possibility. Farr, the philosopher
Douglas Kellner , Andrew T. Adorno , Marcuse failed to "take temporality and transience properly into
account" and had "no genuine appreciation of the need for mourning. She added that while Marcuse did not
"appeal to mind-altering drugs as adjuncts to phantasy", many of his readers were "happy to infer a
recommendation. Brown, writing in Life Against Death , commended Eros and Civilization as the first book to
"reopen the possibility of the abolition of repression" following the "ill-fated adventures" of Wilhelm Reich.
He deemed Marcuse a finer theorist than Brown, writing that he provided a more substantial treatment of
Freud. He found Marcuse to be guilty of sentimentalism. Hencken, writing in the anthology Homosexuality:
Social, Psychological, and Biological Issues , described Eros and Civilization as an important example of the
intellectual influence of psychoanalysis and an "interesting precursor" to a "study of the psychological
processes in the internalization of oppression", but believed that aspects of the work have limited its audience.
However, he argued that while Marcuse recognized the difficulties of explaining how sublimation could be
compatible with a new and non-repressive social order, he presented a confused account of a "sublimation
without desexualization" that could make this possible. Seidler, also writing in The Cultural Construction of
Sexuality, credited Marcuse with showing that the repressive organizations of the instincts described by Freud
are not inherent in their nature but emerge from specific historical conditions. Seidler suggested that this area
of investigation should have appealed to Foucault, but that Foucault was prevented from taking account of it
because he was "trapped in his idea that individuality is itself constituted through discourse. He argued that
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while Marcuse believed that American popular culture had trivialized sexual love, sex had not had a
subversive effect in societies not dominated by American popular culture. A Story of Decline , suggested that
"s radicals", influenced by Marcuse, claimed that "sexual promiscuity would undermine capitalism" but have
been proven wrong by the spread of both sexual promiscuity and capitalism. An Introduction , identified Eros
and Civilization as a "seminal" work. He suggested that Marcuse found the gay liberation movement
insignificant, and criticized Marcuse for ignoring it in Counterrevolution and Revolt , even though many gay
activists had been influenced by Eros and Civilization. He pointed to Altman as an activist who had been
inspired by the book, which inspired him to argue that the challenge to "conventional norms" represented by
gay people made them revolutionary.
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It corresponds largely but not entirely to the distinction between unconscious and conscious processes. The
individual exists, as it were, in two different dimensions, characterized by different mental processes and
principles. The difference between these two dimensions is a genetic-historical as well as a structural one: The
individual comes to the traumatic realization that full and painless gratification of his needs is impossible. And
after this experience of disappointment, a new principle of mental functioning gains ascendancy. The reality
principle supersedes the pleasure principle: However, the psychoanalytic interpretation reveals that the reality
principle enforces a change not only in the form and timing of pleasure but in its very substance. The
adjustment of pleasure to the reality principle implies the subjugation and diversion of the destructive force of
instinctual gratification, of its incompatibility with the established societal norms and relations, and, by that
token, implies the transubstantiation of pleasure itself. With the establishment of the reality principle, the
human being which, under the pleasure principle, has been hardly more than a bundle of animal drives, has
become an organized ego. Under the reality principle, the human being develops the function of reason: Man
acquires the faculties of attention, memory, and judgment. He becomes a conscious, thinking subject, geared
to a rationality which is imposed upon him from outside. Otherwise, the mental apparatus is effectively
subordinated to the reality principle. However, neither his desires nor his alteration of reality are henceforth
his own: If absence from repression is the archetype of freedom, then civilization is the struggle against this
freedom. The replacement of the pleasure principle by the reality principle is the great traumatic event in the
development of man â€” in the development of the genus phylogenesis as well as of. According to Freud, this
event is not unique but recurs throughout the history of mankind and of every individual. Phylogenetically, it
occurs first in the primal horde, when the primal father monopolizes power and pleasure and enforces
renunciation on the part of the sons. Ontogenetically, it occurs during the period of early childhood, and
submission to the reality principle is enforced by the parents and other educators. But, both on the generic and
on the individual level, submission is continuously reproduced. The rule of the primal father is followed, after
the first rebellion, by the rule of the sons, and the brother clan develops into institutionalized social and
political domination. The reality principle materializes in a system of institutions. And the individual, growing
up within such a system, learns the requirements of the reality principle as those of law and order, and
transmits them to the next generation. The fact that the reality principle has to be re-established continually in
the development of man indicates that its triumph over the pleasure principle is never complete and never
secure. The unconscious retains the objectives of the defeated pleasure principle. Turned back by the external
reality or even unable to reach it, the full force of the pleasure principle not only survives in the unconscious
but also affects in manifold ways the very reality which has superseded the pleasure principle. The return of
the repressed makes up the tabooed and subterranean history of civilization. And the exploration of this
history reveals not only the secret of the individual but also that of civilization. Repression is a historical
phenomenon. The effective subjugation of the instincts to repressive controls is imposed not by nature but by
man. The primal father, as the archetype of domination, initiates the chain reaction of enslavement, rebellion,
and reinforced domination which marks the history of civilization. But ever since the first, prehistoric
restoration of domination following the first rebellion, repression from without has been supported by
repression from within: The struggle against freedom reproduces itself in the psyche of man, as the
self-repression of the repressed individual, and his self-repression in turn sustains his masters and their
institutions. It is this mental dynamic which Freud unfolds as the dynamic of civilization. The notion that a
non-repressive civilization is impossible is a cornerstone of Freudian theory. However, his theory contains
elements that break through this rationalization; they shatter the predominant tradition of Westem thought and
even suggest its reversal. His work is characterized by an uncompromising insistence on showing up the
repressive content of the highest values and achievements of culture. In so far as he does this, he denies the
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equation of reason with repression on which the ideology of culture is built. Freud questions culture not from a
romanticist or utopian point of view, but on the ground of the suffering and misery which its implementation
involves. Cultural freedom thus appears in the light of unfreedom, and cultural progress in the light of
constraint. Culture is not thereby refuted: But as Freud exposes their scope and their depth, he upholds the
tabooed aspirations of humanity: Whatever liberty exists in the realm of the developed consciousness, and in
the world it has created, is only derivative, compromised freedom, gained at the expense of the full satisfaction
of needs. And in so far as the full satisfaction of needs is happiness, freedom in civilization is essentially
antagonistic to happiness: Conversely, the unconscious, the deepest and oldest layer of the mental personality,
is the drive for integral gratification, which is absence of want and repression. As such it is the immediate
identity of necessity and freedom. Its truth, although repelled by consciousness, continues to haunt the mind; it
preserves the memory of past stages of individual development at which integral gratification is obtained. And
the past continues to claim the future: If memory moves into the center of psychoanalysis as a decisive mode
of cognition, this is far more than a therapeutic device; the therapeutic role of memory derives from the truth
value of memory. Its truth value lies in the specific function of memory to preserve promises and potentialities
which are betrayed and even outlawed by the mature, civilized individual, but which had once been fulfilled in
his dim past and which are never entirely forgotten. The reality principle restrains the cognitive function of
memory â€” its commitment to the past experience of happiness which spurns the desire for its conscious
re-creation. The psychoanalytic liberation of memory explodes the rationality of the repressed individual. As
cognition gives way to re-cognition, the forbidden images and impulses of childhood begin to tell the truth that
reason denies. Regression assumes a progressive function. The rediscovered past yields critical standards
which are tabooed by the present. Moreover, the restoration of memory is accompanied by the restoration of
the cognitive content of phantasy. Psychoanalytic theory removes these mental faculties from the
noncommittal sphere of daydreaming and fiction and recaptures their strict truths. The weight of these
discoveries must eventually shatter the framework in which they were made and confined. The liberation of
the past does not end in its reconciliation with the present. Against the self-imposed restraint of the discoverer,
the orientation on the past tends toward an orientation on the future. The recherche du temps perdu becomes
the vehicle of future liberation. The subsequent discussion will be focused on this hidden trend in
psychoanalysis. The two levels are continually interrelated. We shall first follow the ontogenetic development
to the mature state of the civilized individual. We shall then return to the phylogenetic origins and extend the
Freudian conception to the mature state of the civilized genus. The constant interrelation between the two
levels means that recurrent cross-references, anticipations, and repetitions are unavoidable.
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The concept of man that emerges from Freudian theory is the most irrefutable indictment of Western civilization and at
the same time the most unshakable defense of this civilization. According to Freud, the history of man is the history of
his repression. Culture constrains not only his societal but.

Psychological categories have become political categories: B Technical progress has paid off, but at the cost of
increased domination. Under the Rule of the Reality Principle: The Hidden Trend in Psychoanalysis: History
is the history of repression. Culture constrains instincts, which would destroy society and self because instincts
seek unattainable satisfactions. Yet this constraint is the precondition of progress. A Pleasure principle and
reality principle: This alters pleasure itself. B Genetic and individual repression: D Civilization and want: He
shows the barbarous roots of the highest values. Constraint and unfreedom are then the price of culture. The
Origin of the Repressed Individual Ontogenesis: A The mental apparatus as a dynamic union of opposites: C
Common conservative nature of primary instincts: The instincts serve repetition and death. D Possible
supremacy of Nirvana principle: Does Eros just serve as a long detour to death? The delay is long enough to
see Eros as unifying force preserving all life. Yet Eros ultimately seems to partake of the the same
conservative nature as the death instinct. E Id, ego, superego: The historical character of the instincts requires
a new model of the person. Perception and consciousness are the part of the ego that test reality and preserve
its existence. Ego thinks as a detour from past to repeated gratifications, and defends them against external
world and destructive impulses. Derives from parental influence it represents morality as social restrictions
introjected as guilt, conscience, the need for punishment. K Alienated labor and the performance principle:
The mode of work, distribution of scarce goods, direction of goods to needs have been imposed on individuals
by violence and the rational use of power. Different modes of domination will yield different forms of
repression: L Organization of sexuality: N below in which the repression of Eros calls up the very destructive
forces that repression was meant to quell. It assume rationalized domination in which the interests of
domination and of the whole coincide. Restrictions operate as objective laws and are internalized in individual
desires p. Body and mind become instruments of alienated labor under the distribution of time. Sexuality is
originally polymorphous-perverse. The perversions are seductive in promising greater satisfaction, express
rebellion against the performance principle, claim instinctual freedom, are allied with phantasy and art. The
order of procreation is endangered showing the identity of Eros and the death instinct and the drive to
fulfillment regresses from the pleasure principle to the Nirvana principle. M Organization of destruction
instincts: It is manifest in sadomasochistic perversions and is taboo. N Fatal dialectic of civilization: The very
progress of civilization leads to the release of increasingly destructive forces. The Origin of Repressive
Civilization Phylogenesis: B Individual and group psychology: C The primal horde: We are still haunted by
the memory of these prehistoric impulses. Its truth eludes verification, but explains actual historical
consequences. Domination suppressed pleasure and created the conditions for labor and progress to continue.
The father and his later images embody the reality principle. Religion reinforces this order polytheism turns to
monotheism and restores the all powerful father. D Dual content of the sense of guilt: They then embody the
reality principle. F The failure of revolution: Actual history matters little, the consequences are the same. G
Changes in father-images and mother-images: These become divided by the incest taboo which separates
affection created by abstinence from sensual desire, making lasting group relations possible. But the industrial
age develops these institutions past their limits. They begin to destroy civilization. The Dialectic of
Civilization: A Need for strengthened defense against destruction: But strengthening defences against
aggression needs to and cannot enlist a strong Eros as a binding force, since civilization is founded on the
suppression of Eros. C Weakening of Eros life instincts ; release of destructiveness: So the performance
principle is not absolute instead the image of a non-repressive civilization bears examination. D Progress in
productivity and progress in domination: E Intensified controls in industrial civilization: These destructive
violations of nature are not as effectively sublimated as Eros and seldom strengthen life. Mastery over nature
and better social arrangements change historically and lessen the need for delayed gratification and inhibition
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of the instincts, so less regimentation could still indicate more repression. F Decline of struggle with the
father: Instincts become controlled by social use of labor power. Revolt becomes crime against the whole
social order which secures goods and fulfills needs, so maximizes guilt. With growing mastery over nature,
the alibi of scarcity is a mask for poor distribution. Technics free energy that could be put into free play for the
satisfaction of needs beyond those of survival. Not even a symbolic killing of the father must be allowed, lest
no successor arise. G Depersonalization of superego, shrinking of ego: This transfer of control over formerly
free consciousness allows relaxation of restrictions on sexuality. The social function of the family declined
under technical, economic, political and cultural rule and the superego is no longer individual but
depersonalized and social e. Domination takes the form of administration. Even people at the top seem to
serve objective laws of the apparatus: Aggression is introjected and guilty, but not guilty of anything. So, with
its co-ordinated consciousness, lack of privacy, conformity of emotions, the ego shrinks and the classic
tensions of ego, id, superego cannot develop. What is repressive is the containment of productive forces, and
the concealment of universal co-ordination under bogus choices, liberties, and individualities. That production
and consumption reproduce and justify domination: Individual time, consciousness, dreams, and social liberty,
justice and peace are sacrificed. Terror combines with normality, destruction with construction. Individuality
and spontaneity are superficial and people in the work world have become a system of administered things.
The elimination of human potentials from alienated labor is the precondition of the elimination of labor from
human potentials. Eros gains by use of death instinct for social use, but thru progress the death instinct
increases aggression and sublimation. An innermost tendency of organisms is to rebel against repression they
aim not only at the non- being of Nirvana but at a new mode of being, i. This joins a mainstream of western
philosophy. B Ego as aggressive and transcending subject: Nature given as object to be controlled. This has
become domination over nature, [knowledge is power]. Work of the ego is a priori power and overcoming the
resistance of nature. As means to realizing fulfillment, logic becomes domination: D Philosophical protest
against logic of domination: E Being and becoming: True freedom is rest in transparent knowledge and
gratification of being in mutual recognition. Truth lies in the negation of the principle of civilization. F The
eternal return in Aristotle, Hegel, Nietzsche; 1 Reason in its highest form is a dynamic union of subject and
object where all becoming is free self expression and enjoyment of potentials. Spirit negates time in the
recollection of the past rather than the conquest of the future, 9 replacing progress with cyclical time.
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In this classic work, Herbert Marcuse takes as his starting point Freud's statement that civilization is based on the
permanent subjugation of the human instincts, his reconstruction of the prehistory of mankind - to an interpretation of the
basic trends of western civilization, stressing the philosophical and sociological implications.

Eros and Civilization Marcuse describes a utopia based on aesthetics, sensuality and play, as opposed to our
current construction of civilization based on reason, production and repression. Marcuse makes a distinction
between these attempts and the practice of psychoanalysis proper. It does not attempt to achieve any of the
radical societal changes that Freud envisioned. Psychoanalysis is merely a way to help subjects fit more easily
into the current repressive constructs of civilization. Constraint is the precondition of what we call progress.
Our instincts are founded in the pleasure principle of Eros libidinal energy , which strives for nothing more
than gratification as an end in itself. This instinct that leads us to death is called the death drive. It is
destructive, not for its own sake, but for the relief of tension, the tension we feel having left the womb, having
lost our inorganic equilibrium, having lost freedom from excitation. The descent toward death is an
unconscious flight from pain and want. If absence from repression is the archetype of freedom, then
civilization is the struggle against this freedom. And since the basic instincts strive for the prevalence of
pleasure and for the absence of pain, the pleasure principle is incompatible with reality and the instincts have
to undergo a repressive regimentation. In other words, whatever satisfaction is possible necessitates work.
However, this is a fallacious situation because it represents scarcity as a fact, when scarcity is actually a
consequence of this specific organization of scarcity. The distribution of scarcity has been imposed on
individuals by violence and power to suppress Eros and force more productivity. The additional controls
arising from specific institutions of domination, controls over and above those indispensable for civilized
human association, are what Marcuse denotes as surplus-repression. The performance principle is the current
historical incarnation of the reality principle. Work has now become general and so have the restrictions
placed upon the libido: Value is associated with production. It makes the equation that the harder one works,
the more one produces, the happier one will become. He outlines a new model characterized by Orpheus,
Narcissus and the aesthetic vs. It is the order of sensuousness and the play impulse. It is not a question of
eliminating labor per se, but of eliminating labor as the organization of human existence, i. The two main
principles of the aesthetic model are purposiveness without purpose and lawfulness without law. That is, the
cause and effect that we see in rational civilization does not apply to the aesthetic model. In the
Orphic-Narcissistic images we find the Great Refusal, the refusal to accept separation from the libidinous
object or subject. Orpheus and Narcissus protest against the repressive order of procreative sexuality. The
language of Orphic Eros is song, work is play, life is that of beauty and existence is contemplation. The
aesthetic model is necessarily unreasonable and sensuous. Reason is an instrument of constraint, and
instrument of the current performance principle.
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